
INTERMODELLBAU 2016
Messe Westefallenhallen Dortmund. April 19h -24th 2016

Ray Jackson and Richard Bosly took a trip to Dortmund for Intermodellbau 2016 where we
spent a full 8 hours at the show and had 2 nights stay in the city centre. Chris & Avril also went
but travelled on a different day. One full day at the show could not do the show justice so
we are resolved in the future to try and get two full days at the show. The organisers say that
the average spend per visitor in 2015 was €322, and that year they had over 82000 visitors, so
the turnover must have been around €26million over the 5 days of the show. There is no
doubt that in Germany interest in modelling among people of all ages is much higher than in the
UK and they have many more dealers to supply their needs.

One of the first stands we came to was Hobby
Lobby Modellbau (www.Hobby-Lobby
Modellbau.com). They showed a range of
model boat fittings and accessories which was
vast. Their stand had a display showing a good

part of their range which appeared to be excellent quality and reasonably priced. Particularly
notable was a range of very small and medium sized electric motors and running gear which
would be suitable for converting some plastic kit hulls (9” long or more) to radio control. We
saw numerous examples of these and small scratch built
craft which are a lot of fun if running space is limit-
ed.

It was interesting to see a number of companies that
were selling 1/24 and 1/12 kits for classic wooden
boats (RTR also available), all of which had CNC
or laser cut frames and detailed instrument panels
and luxurious leather covered seating where appro-
priate. Some of the models had detailed faux
engines to cover their electric motors and were
manned by extremely detailed drivers usually
around 1/12 scale……magic!

A company called Arkowood (www.arkowood-shop.com) had a very comprehensive display of
hardwood sheet and stripwood and of particular interest was sheet material that had been scribed
for decking in a number of scale widths which were very keenly priced. The timbers available
would be of particular use when building the classic wooden boats described above where a
feature is made of the beauty of the grain and the polished finish.

Hobby-Lobby-Modellbau fittings Hobby-Lobby-Modellbau motors

Classic Runaboats Kits



There were various specialist groups displaying, and virtually a day could have been spent on
these alone. Of particular note was a group specialising in river craft such as can be seen on
all the major waterways on the continent. Their models were superb and most interesting
subjects.

Meine Kleine Schiffswerke are a regular exhibitor at Dortmund and the owner makes cargo
ships entirely from brass using full size shipbuilding techniques. One of his models featured
working derricks which were demonstrated lifting a steam locomotive into its hold.

There is a group specialising in tugs of all shapes and
size from little logging push tugs to ocean going sal-
vage tugs. Interestingly a lot of use is made of
copper PCB board to construct superstructures and
even hulls. The main benefit is that it can be cut
accurately and the copper layer can be soldered.
The copper layer also conducts either the positive or
negative current so that wiring is much simplified
(although care needs to be taken to ensure that the
free wiring is fully insulated.

One regular visitor to Dortmund has been a WW2 display group who this year are celebrating
the iconic Liberty Ship in their pool by demonstrating through 1/96 scale models, the phases of
building from day 1(keel laying) to day 24 (launching). This was in a huge diorama of the
docks where the ships were loading and discharging their cargo. It was awesome and
appeared to be using the Deans Marine Liberty ship kits of which there must have been at least
4 of them fully completed as well as the 6 ships shown in various stages of construction.

Laying the keel Nearing completion Ready for sea



We could easily have spent all day in Hall 5 where the boats were, but fortunately  we went into
another hall where plastic kits were also being shown and to our delight the Revell stand were
showing their forthcoming 1/144 scale HMCS Snowberry which we were told is being released in
May. It was a lovely model and there will be one hell of a demand for it when it reaches our
shores!

Another group were showing a scratch built radio controlled landing craft in 1/72 scale which

had an operating ramp. To provide
some fun they also had a radio control-
led Humvee jeep to drive around the jet-
ties and onto the landing craft, much to
the fascination of all the spectators.
The group also had a number of Revell 1/72 Swift Patrol boats which had been similarly con-
verted and very inspirational they were too!

HMCS Snowberry (Revell Kit)



There were plenty of stands which dealt with tools (from eyewateringly expensive CNC lathes to
very reasonable mini drills) and modelling peripherals like adhesives and paints.

Although less likely to be of interest to our power boat members, one could not but be impressed
by the huge range of paper model ships that were on display which were beautifully made and
displayed. One very noteworthy company was Model Shipyard from Poland who do a range
of 18-19th century ships and dockyard accessories which you would be hard to distinguish from
plank on frame models. They also do a range of very detailed lighthouses, one of which tempt-
ed Ray who succumbed to it. Richard bought a TID tug from another Polish supplier
GPM Kartonowe ABC

Everyone at Dortmund was so friendly and
although some were not confident English
speakers, they all tried , which is more that we
could do in German (much to our shame)

On the whole however English was widely spoken. Our advice to future visitors…….do
make sure you take your wish list with you! and a few coppers to pay for your purchases of
course!

So in 2017 the exhibition will be held earlier in April and we would wholeheartedly recommend
it to you……..it would be great if we could arrange a minibus and go over as a group eh!

Anyway here are some more pictures:-

This is a paper model- would you believe it?!

A couple of pre-dreadnoughts made from paper



On the Dutch stand, a beautiful logistics cruiser on which
guns train, radars go round, rotors whirl and the crane lifts, it
absolutely incredibly high workmanship

Again on the Dutch Stand USS
Missouri with inset photo showing
one of the ship’s boats.

One of the boats from the Tug speciality group showing the
PCB board deck and superstructure.. This craft was fully
lit with one pole of the LCDs connected to the copper base
and the other to a heavily lacquered wire.

Here we have three very different river boats from
one of the clubs specialising in these craft

A workboat



TUG boat group

TUG boat group- interesting
idea for a simple project!

Forget whose stand this was but it was a very
smart classic cruiser

More inspirational opportunity to convert a
1/72 scale Revell Swift Patrol craft

Steam powered river boat, beautifully finished


